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KidneyMatch.com:
The Ethics of Solicited Organ Donations

Richard H. Dees and Eric A. Singer

In June 2008, nearly 80,000 people in the
lhited States were waiting for organs to save
trem from kidney failure or an indefinite fu-
hrc on dialysis.l The growing demand for re-
nallansplantation has pushed the median wait
time for a donated cadaveric organ to over three
lprears, although waits of five to seven years are
mot uncommon in major metropolitan areas.2
fre number of patients on the waiting list for
Ifdney transplantation has increased by 

"p-6noximately 10 percent annually, yet the num-
her of donors has increased by only 4 percent
cqr-h year.3 There simply are not enough organs
fto go around. Since organs from cadaveric do-
m(rs are increasingly difficult to find, patients
me urged to try to find a live donor who is will-
ung to give up one of his or her kidneys for the
cake of the patient. Now, in fact, more kidney
bansplants use live organ donors than cadav-
uic ones.a Indeed, since live donations have a
htgrt". success rate than cadaveric donations,
mrc.h efforts benefit the patient in more ways
illhnn one. The most obvious source of live or-
Esns has always been the patient's family -
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Organ Donation

parents, adult children, siblings, cousins - es-
pecially when exact tissue matching was nec-
essary. But newer antirejection medications
make an exact match less necessary, and so do-
nations have been approved from spouses and
from close friends who have an emotional, but
not biological, connection to the patient. As time
has passed, the definition of a "friend" has
gradually been expanded to include co-work-
ers and fellow church members, even if the ac-
tual connection between the patient and the
donor is tenuous.

If these recruitment efforts fail, the next ob-
vious step is for patients to seek donations from
unrelated donors through whatever means are
available. In a computer-savvy world, many
have turned to the internet to plead their cases
in the hope that some altruistic stranger will
come forward and offer to donate one of her or
his organs. Not surprisingly, several services,
most notably MatchingDonors.com, have
emerged to facilitate the interaction between
patients and donors. For a fee of $29s (which
can be waived for economic hardship), Match-
ing Donors.com allows patients to tell their sto-
ries and post pictures to make their case. About
250 patients have profiles posted to the website
at any given time. Potential donors can register
for free, and over 5,000 people have done so. To
date, MatchingDonors.com claims, the service
has facilitated Z8 renal transplants at more than
20 different hospitals, with about another 40 in
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the works.sOnly seven of the hospitals have re-
fused.6

Until 2006, the American Society of Trans-
plant Surgeons publicly resisted efforts to ex-
pand donations through the internet. The soci-
ety acknowledged that genuine friendships may
develop over the internet and that such friend-
ships may provide the emotional tie that is gen-
erally required for donations, but they wanted
to confine such donations to "pre-existing" re-
lationships. The society was "strongly opposed
to the solicitation of organs by recipients or their
agents. . . . We believe that such solicitation and
directed donation will undermine the trust and
fairness on which the system of organ transplan-
tation depends."T

Now, however, the society claims, "In so far
as these solicited directed donors will add an
additional scarce resource, there are ethical
grounds to proceed with these types of trans-
plants as long as the motivation is based in al-
truism and there are well defined safeguards
regarding informed consent. . . ."8

The United Network for Organ Sharing
(UNOS), which oversees organ transplants in
the United States, has no official policy on such
donations. Its past president, Francis Delmoni-
co, MD, has argued, "I don't think we can legis-
late or regulate how people get to know each
other. Once that occurs and someone decides
they want to save another person, I don't think
we ought to stop that as long as they are medi-
cally suitable, are not violating the law, and are
fully informed."e

The decision to transplant is left to each
hospital. But very few hospitals have an offi-
cial policy on whether to accept such donations.
We argue here that hospitals should be reluc-
tant to accept such donations, but not that they
should categorically refuse them. A better ap-
proach would be to try to offer a more system-
atic promotion of kidney donations, including
altruistic donations from unrelated, living in-
dividuals to those most in need, based roughly
on the cunent UNOS ranking criteria.

THE CASE FOR SOLICITATIONS

The most compelling argument for allow-
ing solicited organ transplants is that the kid-
neys obtained from altruistic donors are organs

that would not otherwise be donated. If so, thrn
some people benefit from the donation and nrrro
are harmed.lo Consider everyone who is or mi8ilnrll
be affected by the donation: the recipient, ftc
rest of the transplant waiting list, the donor, andi
everyone else. Obviously, the person receiviry
the organ from an altruistic donorbenefits fr@r
it. Everyone below that person on the transplnreti
list benefits because the recipient is no longmu
on the list and so they are all moved up the lim*
and so each of these people becomes somewhd
more likely to receive an organ.ll No one abm
the person on the transplant list is harmed bs-
cause the kidney would not otherwise be avd["
able, and so it neither improves nor decrearo
their odds of receiving an organ. The donom iu
not harmed, the argument claims, as long asho
or she understands and accepts the risk fredry
and gives meaningful informed consent to thor
procedure. No one else is harmed, simply ho'
cause no one else is affected, one way or fts,
other, by the donation. Thus, proponents clairmt
the new situation is better than the old in n
straightforward way: some people benefit amdl
none are made worse-off. Surely, the argumeru
concludes, an act from which some people bcm-
efit and none are harmed is morally permissibln"

Before we accept this argument, howeq,
we should examine it in more detail. The argu-
ment depends crucially on three claims, whicfrr
will be examined in detail: (1) the orgens scilie*
ited through the internet would not otherwim
be available to any of the patients on the list Fdili
the donors are not harmed by giving up thmfu
kidneys, and (s) no one else is harmed by &m
transaction.

POTENTIAL HARM TO OTHERS

The claim (1) that those higher on the lift
are not harmed by the donation rests on the u.
sumption that the solicited organ would ndh
available to them. This claim is true only if fto
sole reason that people donate is in responsefu
the particular personal stories they find m o
website and that they would refuse to donatetno
anyone else. However, we can imagine that ttu
kinds of stories told on MatchingDonor:s"oru
might motivate some people to donate an orgrm
altruistically to whomever needs it most. If sffi
ably channeled, their desire to donate *ightlo*tfl
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them to give a kidney to, say, the official wait-
ing list maintained by UNOS, a list that care-
fully weighs the many factors that determine
who can best use a given organ at a given time.
For that reason, some have argued that we
should counsel potential donors about how their
gift might benefit the next person on the wait-
ing list, rather than the individual who solic-
ited their organ.12

We can even imagine a public awareness
campaign - much like that used for blood do-
nations - that would extol the virtues of giving
to the UNOS list and thereby increase the num-
ber ofdonors. Indeed, on independent grounds,
such a program is certainly worthwhile.

However, even if such a campaign were ef-
fective, some people would still want to give
their organs only to the specific person whose
particular story moved them, and they might
then be unwilling to donate to anyone 

"1r". 
5o,

whatever the independent merits of a public
awareness campaign, we should accept the
claim that in some cases, the donor would not
allow her or his organ to be used by anyone else.
In these cases, those above the patient on the
UNOS list are not harmed.

TIIE LIMITS OF AUTONOMY

The claim (2) that donors themselves are not
harured when they freely consent to give an or-
gan may also seem uncontroversial, but in fact,
donors are harmed: an organ donation is a ma-
jor operation that injures donors, and it requires
significant recovery time and involves serious
risks. To claim that donors are not harmed, we
must argue that the injury and the health risks
associated with donation are outweighedby the
benefits that donors receive by helping recipi-
ents, by being altruistic in general, and by exer-
cisi:rg their autonomy. Blood donations, which
have virtually no risk, raise little concern. Simi-
larly, bone-marrow donations, which have rela-
lvely little risk in themselves and carry little
long-term risk, also raise few concerns. Because
the risk of kidney donation is higher - both
because the surgery itself canies some risk and,
more importantly, because it carries long-term
risks apart from the operation itself - the is-
sues are more complex. At this point, however,
as long as the donors themselves are the onlv

one affected, autonomy usually trumps. We typi-
cally allow people to weigh these facto.s fot
themselves and then decide what is best based
on their own values and judgments. After all,
we_allow people to bungee jump off high
bridge_s, despite the very real risks, for nothing
more than the thrill of it; generally, donors them-
selves can decide what risks they are willing to
take for whatbenefits. So, for kidney donations,
it would seem, we should allow potential do-
nors to make these judgments for themselves,
provided that the act of donation is not medi-
cally contraindicated.

Yet there are limits to autonomy: we obvi-
ously don't allow live heart donaiions, even
from parents to children - although we revere
people who are willing to sacrifice their lives
so that others may live. Carl Elliott argues that
it may be morally acceptable, or even praise-
worthy, for a person to be willing to make such
a sacrifice, but that doctors, who must treat their
patients equally, cannot morally accept such
donations.l3 We are willing to accept a certain
amount of paternalism here. We think individu-
als should not take on too much risk, even if
they understand it and are willing to accept it,
and they certainly should not expect otheis to
aid them when they do take exorbitant risks.la

Kidney transpiants fall in between these
kinds of cases: the risks to donors are signifi-
cant, but not prohibitive. Hemorrhage; injury to
adjacent organs such as the bowel, liver, or
spleen; infection; and the need for additional
surgery are all possible complications of under-
going a donor nephrectomy (either open or via
laparoscopic technique).ls Post-operative hos-
pitalization is usually short (several days) and
donors are able to return to their normal activi-
ties without restrictions within four to six
weeks. But in the long term the donor is at risk
for the development of hypertension, renal in-
sufficiency, and even renal failure, that would
require hemodialysis or renal transplantation.16
Most institutions have determined that the risk
of kidney donation is significant enough that
they are reluctant to allow individuals io take
the risk unless they would benefit from the do-
nation because they have a real stake in the well-
b-"i"g of-thg recipient. So we think it an accept-
able risk for family members and for close
friends, both of whom have an emotional stake
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in the life of the recipient. Of course, even more
distant friends and members of a church com-
munity may have some emotional ties to the
patient. But casual acquaintance-s and anony-

-our 
members of large churches don'tmeetthis

criterion, and so if we take this requirement se-
riously, we may have to exclude some donations
that have been previously allowed.

Adopting such a policy would, of course,
encourage some people to game the system by
inventing stories of previous relationships. In-
deed, we may acquiesce to donations from ca-
sual acquaintances, not because we think they
are morally innocent, but because the harm to
the donor is not too great and the costs of weed-
ing out inappropriate donors is too high. Simi
larly, we could conclude that policing internet
relationships would simplybe too difficult, and
we would rather not encourage deceit. However,
the two cases differ in one morally crucial as-
pect: even distant friends and church members
ihat" a community with the patient, and con-
tributing to that community has direct benefits
to the donor. Moreover, the fact that we acqui-
esce to dubious donations because we think it
too costly to police them does not imply that
we should not attempt to discourage them when
we can and to bar them when the evidence that
there is no real relationship is obvious. Never-
theless, precisely because the risks are well
known and relatively modest, the case for pro-
hibiting internet solicitations on the grounds
that it wiII harm the donor is weak.

INSTITUTIONAL HARMS:
UNDERMINING THE SYSTEM

The claim (3) that no one outside the wait-
ing lists is harmedby solicited donations is only
obviously true if we assume harms occur only
if we can identify particular persons who are
harmed. But harms need not be assignable to
particular people. Think, for example, of what
we might call "institutional harms." An insti-
tutional harm can occtlr in at least one of two
ways: (a) when a practice undermines an insti-
tution that benefits people in general, even if
the practice directly harms no specific person;
or (b) when an institution harms a group of
people even if no particular person can claim
thaf she or he was hurt by it. Either way, the

existence of institutional harms undercuts the
claim that the only outsiders who could be af-
fected by the donation are those on the waiting
list. Of ioutse, this abstract point does nothing
to show that internet solicitations do in fact
cause institutional hatms, but they might do so
in at least three ways: (a) by undermining the
whole transplant allocation system, [b) by un-
fairly promoting the interests of some groups at
the eipense of others, or (c) by leading to the
co--odification of organs that would itself be
morally suspect.

ThL most straightforward institutional harm
that we might think solicitations cause is (a) that
they would sabotage the whole UNOS mecha-
nism. The perception that the transplant
rankings could b" circumvented by the rich and
the sawy undermines the general sense that the
system ii fair. A widespread belief that the sys-
tem is unfair, that people "like me" are unlikely
to benefit by it, and that it works against them
would lead to a broad distrust of the system,
which would undermine efforts to increase do-
nations of both cadaveric and live organs'17In-
sofar as people think that internet solicitations
allow some people - those who have the edu-
cation and the resources to use the internet ef-
fectively - to manipulate the system, then
people lbse faith in the system as a whole' Such
a result might not affect anyone currently on
the list, one *"y or the other, because its fulI
effects would only be seen several years from
now. But it would obviously impose great cost
on people who will need organs in the future'
The question, then, is how likely is it that inter-
net solicitations would lead to a general disil-
Iusionment with the transplant system? Any
answer is speculative, but since few people
understand how the organ distribution system
currently works, the probability that a change
in the rules would lead to a drop in donations
seems low. Such a possibility does not, then,
constitute a strong obiection to the internet so-
licitations.

INSTITUTIONAL HARMS:
FAVORING THE SAWY

A second, related way that organ solicita-
tions could cause an institutional harm is (b) by
unfairly promoting the interests of some over
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others. As Douglas Hanto argues, ,,Directed do-
nation ties donation to the emotional appeal,
public relations skills, photogenicity andhnan-
cial resources of the patient, family and others
involved in the campaign. It assumes that the
p.erjgn soliciting for the organ is ethically spe-
cial because of some characteristic that allows
an exemption from criteria that apply to every-
one else."18 Kidneys are distributed to those wlio
are the most media sa\ 4/, to those who are most
telegenic, and to those who can tell the most
heart-wrenching story - not to those in the
greatest need.le Of course, much of life works
this way, from job interviews to political candi-
dacies. Too often, jobs do not go to the best quali-
fied or to the persons who need them most, but
to the persons who can present themselves the
best. Still, we often think the basics of life should
not be based on such criteria. As an analogy,
think of a system of assistance for the poor that
is run completely on charity as opposed to one
based on state welfare. Such a syitbm may pro-
vide an unreliable source ofsupport for the poor,
and it could often be short of monev at exactlv
the times when people need it the most. Bui,
even more _importantly, such a system might
humiliate the poor by forcing them to beg to
survive, and it might favor those who can grovel
in th9 right way ratherthan those with the great-
est claim. Indeed, the logical extreme of such a
system is a feudal world in which every person
is dependent on his social superiors foi the ba-
sics of life.zo In the same way, a system of organ
distribution that unduly favors those who plead
their case the best becomes geared to favor one
type of recipient for morally and medically ir-
relevant factors. Such a system would hlrm
those who cannot plead their case well and denv
them organs, and it would even harm those who
can make such please by forcing them to act in
a way they may find humiliating.

In both the welfare and the organ cases, the
donors prefer a system in which they have the
power to judge whether the recipients are ,,wor-
thy" of their donation, in which thev can ex-
pect to receive direct gratitude from tle recipi-
ent, and in which they can see the results of
their beneficence. While these motivations are
n_ot inherently immoral, they may contain a mor-
ally dubious desire to control th-e process, if not
the other person. Such a system gives power to

the donors, a power whose use mav undercut
the altruism of their act. The creat-ion of that
p-owel is perhaps unavoidable; the gift relation-
ship that is created between the donor and the
recipient in both cases is bound to be complex.
In the case of organ donations, the compiexi-
ties are even worse, because the need is so great
and the duties of gratitude and reciprocation that
are created can never be fully discharged.2l For
that reason, such gifts from relative, 

"rrl 
friends

can be overwhelming, even oppressive.2z For
just that reason, many recipients would prefer
'o receive an organ from a stranger, from whom
they can escape and to whom they would feel
less responsibility if complications arise.2s But
of course these motivations ore morally suspect:
recipients will feel less guilty if they lose their
nelv grgan through their own negligence than if
it had come from a friend or relitive. So, both
the donors and the recipients may prefer a sys-
tem that encourages internet solicititions of 

-or-

gans. But the fact that both the donors and the
r_ecipients would consent to this arrangement
does not make it just. Indeed, any time one party
in a transaction is desperate, he or she may agree
to unjust terms. Think, for example, of labor
contracts in desperately poor countries; if the
alternatives are bad enough, many people would
even consent to become slaves.

- 
We solve the problems created by private

charity by creating a welfare system in-which
people have rights to basic goods, and we then
set up a social mechanism that taxes some to
support others to insure that society can pro-
tect that right. Such a solution is not, of course,
feasible for organ donations. lVe cannot ,,tax,'
anyone to provide the organs necessary to sup-
port a right to needed organs without dramati-

-cally 
undermining the autonomy we value so

highly. The procurement of organs, then, will
always require us to cultivate donors, and so
donors or their surrogates will always have
much power in any system we devise. But onlv
if we were to accept the principle that what
donors want is always whit is most important
are we forced to the conclusion that they are
entitled to control the whole process. ny the
same logic, we should accept the conclusion that
if what the donors want is money, then they
should be allowed to negotiate whatever thL
market will bear.2a The principle that the donor
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should be allowed to control the process, then,
may lead to a free market in organs and the full
commodification of organs. If we reject that prin-
ciple, then we should set up a system that is
more fair to all potential recipients.

INSTITUTIONAL HARMS: THE
COMMODTTICATION OF ORGANS

A third potential sourcei of institutional
harms lies in (c) an indirect path to the com-
modification of organs. Think, as an example,
of the institutional harms of slavery. Even if
slaves were treated humanely, we think the very
act of being owned by another person is degrad-
ing - even if some might choose it to save them-
selves from a desperate financial plight or from
death. Even free Blacks in the nineteenth cen-
tury were harmed by the institution, because
the very existence of Black slavery legitimated
the view that Blacks were inherently inferior.
We do not regard a ban on slavery as unwar-
ranted paternalism; we regard it as a way of pro-
tecting the most vulnerable and of maintaining
the basic dignity of all humans. People simply
are not commodities that canbeboughtand sold.

Similarly, the existence of prostitution, we
can argue, harms all women by making sexual-
ity a commodity. Even if it were true that pros-
titutes entered their profession voluntarily and
continued to practice it because they viewed it
as their best option for employment, the prac-
tice itself would demean all women. Sexuality
should be something that can be bought and
sold, rather than an expression of mutual self-
giving and intimacy.zs Our sexuality, we could
argue, is connected closely to our identities; it
is deeply a part of who we are and of how we
express ourselves in our most intimate relations
with others. Because sexuality is such an inti-
mate part of ourselves, selling it alienates us
from ourselves in a way that selling our labor as
a doctor or an accountant does not. Prostitution
creates a way of viewing all women as people
whose core identities can be bought, sold, and
traded, and it creates an option for people the
very existence of which makes their lives worse.
Prostitution thereby dehumanizes women.

In both slavery and prostitution, the insti-
tution itself undermines human dignity in the
way it treats people, even when the parties agree

to participate. Both also affect even those who
do not directly participate in them by catego-
rizing some people as potential commodities.

For our purposes, the question is whether
solicited donation would cause harm in a simi-
lar manner. The most plausible argument that
solicited donation would cause harm is that al-
lowing it would commodify organs and lead to
a market in organs. If organs do become com-
modified, we might then come to regard our
bodies as sources of revenue, and thereby think
of human bodies in ways that are disrespectful
to them. Our bodies might be seen as potential
sources of income, rather than as, say, temples
of our Souls. Like the selling of bodies for sex or
trafficking in persons, the option of selling or-
gans may be one that we do not want to exist
even as a possibility. fust as prostitutes'bodies
might be seen as "sex toys," human bodies might
come to be seen as organ storage facilities. Like
prostitution, the option of sale only has attrac-
tions for people who are desperate, and, for that
reason, hawesting their organs wouldbe exploit-
ative. The objection, then, is that the ban on
selling organs is an important measure for re-
specting human dignity and for protecting the
most vulnerable in our society.

Some could argue that we already treat or-
gans in precisely this way. People in the U.S.
sell, for example, their sperm and their eggs,
and elsewhere, people routinely sell their blood
- though blood sales have long been seen as a
poor way to generate the necessary blood sup-
plies.26 Yet blood, sperm, and eggs are different
from kidneys in ways that are morally signifi-
cant. The first two are replaceable, and, while
eggs are not replaceable, most women have
many more than they could possibly use in their
lifetime. So they are not giving up any part of
their bodies that are vital to their well-being
when they give them away or sell them. (Bone
marrow is replaceable too, but there is not -
yet - a market in bone manow.) But even in
these cases, rrrar] people think the practice of
selling them unseemly. In the case of a kidney'
the stakes are considerably higher, and so some-
thing more important is being made into a com-
modity. Countries like India already support a
lively market for kidneys - although the results
are rather unpromising.2T Indeed, the effects of
markets for organs in poorer countries have al-
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ready led the poorest to regard their organs sim-
ply as another means to pay off debts and to
frar - legitimately - the theft of their organs.28

The key question then is whether allowing
organ solicitations will in fact lead us to think
of organs as commodities. Consider two differ-
ent analogies for kidney donations. First, kid-
ney donations are like other charitable dona-
tions, which donors can direct as they please.2s
Donors'kidneys are their own, and they can give
them to whom they see fit. This model treats
kidneys as a piece of property. When I own prop-
ert5r, I can use it in any way I want, as long as I
do not directly harm others. I can give it away if
I like; I can even destroy it altogether if I wish.
If I own a piece of property, I can use it to buy a
new Mercedes, I can give it to the symphony or
to my cousin, or I can give it to people who are
in desperate need of it. Some of those choices
maybe morallybetter than others, but all of them
are morally permissible. Using this model for
kidney donations, barring medical consider-
ations, I can give my kidney to whomever I wish.
I do not need anyone else's permission,I do not
need to know the recipient ahead of time, and I
can choose the object of my generosity in any
way I deem appropriate. But treating kidneys
as property does commodify them. If we treat
something as property, the presumption is that
we can dispose of it as we like. If, then, we treat
kidneys as property, we have no reason to pre-
vent people from giving away their organs on
the internet. But we also have no reason to pro-
hibit people from selling them: like any piece
of property, we can give it away or sell it, and
no one can prevent us from selling what others
would prefer that we give away. Of course, many
now accept exactly this conclusion and argue
explicitly for an open market in organs.3o Im-
portantly, this argument does not invoke a slip-
pery slope: we are not sliding from one result to
a closely related result. Instead, the principle
we are using treats organs as property, and be-
cause we treat organs as property, that same
principle implies that we can sell them as well
as give them away.

Of course, property rights do have limits:
generally, we cannot use our property to harrn
others, and society may impose some restric-
tions, such as environmental regulations or his-
torical protections, on how we use our prop-

erty. But only a great social good can override
the presumption that we can do what we wish
with our property. If, then, we assume that sell-
ing organs is wrong, then we must believe that
we have good reason not to treat kidneys sim-
ply as pieces of property, as mere commodities.
If we think that important body parts must be
treated as something more than commodities,
then we must feel that individuals should not
decide how to dispose of their organs on their
own; society must play an essential role in the
process.

As a different model, think of the way we
treat children. My children are "mine" in some
sense, and I could give them away, but not in
any way that I choose. Here society has an in-
terest in the welfare of the child, and so I can
only give a child away in a manner that suits
that social interest. For that reason, society plays
a more significant and more direct role in the
process of giving away a child. Traditionally,
we can "direct" our donations in very limited
ways to very close relatives, but even then soci-
ety has some role in deciding whether that adop-
tion is appropriate. In this model of kidney do-
nations, we could accept donations from any-
one who wished to give, and we could then di-
rect them to the place where they would do the
most good. This model does not treat kidneys
as mere property; instead, they are seen as a good
over which society should exert significant con-
trol. Like children, kidneys belong to particular
people, and the wishes of those people should
have considerable weight in determining where
the donation should go. Of course, kidneys are
not children - most importantly because kid-
neys, as such, do not have independent inter-
ests that we must consider. Moreover, even for
children, this model is breaking down: birth
mothers often pick and choose adoptive parents
and, more strikingly, women are paid to bear
children and to give up their parental rights to
particular people. Yetby thinking of kidneys as
part of a broader social good, we take them out
of the realm of commerce, and we would thereby
better ensure that donors are treated with the
dignity they deserve, both by themselves and
by others.

If we think of organs as a community re-
source, then we should regard the supply of
organs as a community project in much the same
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way we regard the blood supply. In the past,
bloodbanks paid people forblood, and patients
were often expected to find their own blood
donors, but now, even with the shortages that
occur, we think the community should respond.

How exactly society should respond is a
problem to which we can only offer a few sug-
gestions here. Since as a society we have already
invested UNOS with the power to determine the
best recipient for a donation, it makes sense to
delegate this task to UNOS, but the important
point is to set up some mechanism for review.
Because its interests are directed to society as a
whole, this agency would probably want to di-
rect organs to the persons most in need. For that
reason, some have suggested that a person
should legitimately be able to direct a donation
only to their close friends and relatives; all other
donations would go to the official organ wait-
ing list.31 But even if we think of organs as a
community resource, we need not, in principle,
impose such a stringent requirement. fust as
state agencies have a role in all adoptions, an
entity like UNOS could approve on a case-by-
case basis the desire of some donors to give to
particular people. But, given the larger social
mission involved here, we think some effort
should be made to steer donors to recipients who
might need their organs more than those who
advertise on MatchingDonors.com. But we need
not reject solicited donations altogether. We just
need to insist on a social mechanism to moni-
tor them and perhaps to channel them to where
they can do what society deems to be the most
good. By doing so, we avoid the institutional
harms causedbythe commodification of organs,
and, by attempting to direct donations to the
UNOS list as much as possible, we ameliorate
the injustices that are caused by the fact that
some people's stories may seem more compel-
ling.

With its completely hands-off attitude to-
ward solicited donations, UNOS is in danger of
allowing society to lose a vital role in maintain-
ing the standards of donation. By deferring to
hospitals to decide for themselves which dona-
tions are acceptable,3z it leaves the system to
sink to the lowest common denominator. If, in-
stead, UNOS directed a national altruistic do-
nor regisby, it could do much to ensure that the
process is as fair and as dignified as possible.

By setting up its own website and public infor-
mation campaign to put a face on the need for
donations and by encouraging those who came
forward to consider donating to those highest
on the list, the program as a whole might be
able to maintain the ban on the selling of or-
gans and yet provide hope for everyone on the
waiting list.
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